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Abstract. This paper presents a complete temporal STIT logic for rea-
soning about multi-agency. I discuss its application for reasoning about
norms, knowledge, autonomy, and other multi-agent concepts. Also I give
some arguments in favor of taking STIT formalisms instead of dynamic
logics as the basis for logics for representing multi-agent system concepts.

1 Introduction
The acronym `STIT' stands for `Seeing To It That', and STIT logics are philo-
sophical logics of agency. Recently these logics have attracted the attention of
computer scientist who aim at using STIT formalisms to model and reason about
multi-agent systems [11, 19, 12, 13]. The present paper takes several new steps in
this line of research. First of all a new semantics is presented. Key features of
the semantics are its two-dimensional structure and the circumstance that STIT
actions only take e�ect in successor states. Second, the present logic encompasses
reasonable axioms for the interaction of the next-time operator and the STIT-
operators. This solves one of the weaknesses of the logic in [10] where there is no
interaction between the time and the action dimensions. Third, new principles
for the interaction between knowledge and action are proposed. I claim that the
combination of knowledge and STIT operators can be used to represent a notion
of `knowingly doing'. Several new and fascinating questions arise by introducing
this notion. For instance, the concept presupposes that things can also be done
`unknowingly' or `unaware'. Finally, the paper not only presents the formal se-
mantics and a complete axiomatization, but also discusses the applicability of
the proposed epistemic STIT logic to the modeling of several key multi-agent
system concepts.

2 A temporal epistemic STIT logic
In this section I de�ne a complete STIT logic with operators for knowledge.
Knowledge operators were �rst introduced in the STIT framework in [19] the
ideas of which were further developed and generalized in [13] and [10]. The dis-
tinguishing feature of the present STIT logic is that actions only take e�ect in



`next' states, where `next' refers to immediate successors of the present state.
This distinguishes the present STIT logic not only from the STIT variants in
the above mentioned papers, but also from any STIT-logic in the (philosophical)
literature. However, there are very good reasons for taking this approach. The
�rst reason is that it can be shown (see [4]) that the logics of the multi-agent
versions of, what we might call, the standard `instantaneous' STIT, are unde-
cidable. The second reason is that the view that actions only take e�ect in some
immediate next state, is the standard view in formal models of computation in
computer science. And �nally, also from a philosophical perspective, the choice
is defendable. Given that an action always seems associated with some e�ort or
process, and given that these take time, we may conclude that actions take place
`in' time.

The present paper also further adapts and develops ideas from [19, 13, 10]
by suggesting new properties and corresponding axioms for the interaction be-
tween time and action, and between action and knowledge, and by giving a
two-dimensional modal semantics. The semantics has two strong advantages. As
compared to the semantics in [10] it is much closer in spirit to the branching
time STIT semantics known from the philosophical literature, while at the same
time it is still completely `standard' from a modal logic perspective.

Besides the usual propositional connectives, the syntax of the logic comprises
an operator Kaϕ for knowledge of individual agents a, an operator ¤ϕ for his-
torical necessity, which plays the same role as the well-known path quanti�ers in
logics such as CTL and CTL∗ [15], and �nally, an operator [A xstit]ϕ for `agents
A jointly see to it that ϕ in the (immediate) next state'.

De�nition 1. Given a countable set of propositions P and for any propositional
symbol p we have p ∈ P , and given a �nite set Ags of agent names, and a ∈ Ags
and A ⊆ Ags, formally the language can be described as:

ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | Kaϕ | ¤ϕ | [A xstit]ϕ

I de�ne operators for `next' Xϕ, and several operators for obligation as ab-
breviations in the language. In this section I only give the de�nition for the `next'
because the explanation of the de�nition of the obligation operators can better
be done after the formal semantics of the base operators is given. I de�ne the
`next' operator as the current action performed by the complete set of agents
Ags:
De�nition 2.

Xϕ ≡def [Ags xstit]ϕ

The view that the complete set of agents uniquely determines the next state
is a common one. Not only it can be found in the multi-agent STIT logics of
Horty [20], but also in related computer science formalisms such as ATL [1, 2].
For the relation between STIT formalisms and computer science formalisms such
as ATL and Coalition Logic [22], see [11, 12].



Before I give the formal de�nitions for the frames and the models, I brie�y
elaborate on what these structures represent. The frames are two-dimensional,
with a dimension of `histories' which are thought of as linear time-lines coming
from the past and extending into the future, and a dimension of `states' which
are possible states the system of agents can be in. Given any particular history,
the next time relation relates states along that history. Given any particular
state, the historical necessity relation relates all histories associated with that
state. E�ectivity relations1 relate history/state pairs to sets of possible next
history/state pairs: the pairs the actual situation is ensured to be among next, if
the choice is taken. Behaviors of the system of agents can be seen as trajectories
through the two dimensional space going from the past to the future along the
dimension of states, and jumping from sets of histories to sub-sets of histories
(the choices) along the dimension of histories.

De�nition 3. A frame is a tuple F = 〈H, S,R¤, {RA | A ⊆ Ags}, {∼a| a ∈
Ags}〉 such that:

� H is a non-empty set of histories. Elements of H are denoted h, h′, etc.
� S is a non-empty set of states. Elements of S are denoted s, s′, etc.
� R¤ is a `historical necessity' relation over the elements of H × S such that
〈h, s〉R¤〈h′, s′〉 if and only if s = s′

� The RA are `e�ectivity' relations over the elements of H × S such that:
• RAgs is a `next time' relation such that if 〈h, s〉RAgs〈h′, s′〉 then h = h′,
and RAgs is serial and deterministic (the next state is completely deter-
mined by the choice made by the complete set of agents). So, histories
`contain' linearly ordered sets of states.

• R¤ ◦RAgs ⊆ R∅ (the empty set of agents is ine�ective)
• RA ⊆ R¤ ◦ RAgs for any A (an action undertaken by A in the present
state ensures the next state is element of a speci�c subset of all possible
next states)

• RAgs ◦ R¤ ⊆ RA for any A (no actions constitute a choice between
histories that are undivided in next states)

• RA ⊆ RB for B ⊂ A (super-groups are at least as e�ective)
• if 〈h, s〉(R¤ ◦RA)〈h′, s′〉 and 〈h, s〉(R¤ ◦RB)〈h′′, s′′〉 for A∩B = ∅ then
there is a 〈h, s〉R¤〈h′′′, s〉 such that 〈h′′′, s〉RA〈h′, s′〉 and 〈h′′′, s〉RB〈h′′, s′′〉
(independence of agency)

� The ∼a are epistemic equivalence relations over the elements of H ×S such
that:
• ∼a ◦Ra ⊆∼a ◦RAgs (agents cannot know what choices other agents per-
form concurrently)

• RAgs◦ ∼a⊆∼a ◦Ra (agents recall the e�ects of the actions they knowingly
perform themselves)

1 This terminology is inspired by Coalition Logic, where in the semantics the actions
(or `choices') are represented by e�ectivity functions.



De�nition 4. A frame F = 〈H,S, R¤, {RA | A ⊆ Ags}, {∼a| a ∈ Ags}〉 is
extended to a model M = 〈H,S, R¤, {RA | A ⊆ Ags}, {∼a| a ∈ Ags}, π〉 by
adding a valuation π of atomic propositions:

� π is a valuation function π : P −→ 2H×S assigning to each atomic proposi-
tion the set of history/state pairs in which they are true.

The truth conditions for the semantics of the operators on these models is
standard for a two-dimensional modal logic [16].

De�nition 5. Validity M, 〈h, s〉 |= ϕ, of a formula ϕ in a history/state pair
〈h, s〉 of a model M = 〈H, S, R¤, {RA | A ⊆ Ags}, {∼a| a ∈ Ags}, π〉 is de�ned
as:

M, 〈h, s〉 |= p ⇔ 〈h, s〉 ∈ π(p)
M, 〈h, s〉 |= ¬ϕ ⇔ not M, 〈h, s〉 |= ϕ
M, 〈h, s〉 |= ϕ ∧ ψ ⇔M, 〈h, s〉 |= ϕ and M, 〈h, s〉 |= ψ
M, 〈h, s〉 |= Kaϕ ⇔ 〈h, s〉 ∼a 〈h′, s′〉 implies that M, 〈h′, s′〉 |= ϕ
M, 〈h, s〉 |= ¤ϕ ⇔ 〈h, s〉R¤〈h′, s′〉 implies that M, 〈h′, s′〉 |= ϕ
M, 〈h, s〉 |= [A xstit]ϕ ⇔ 〈h, s〉RA〈h′, s′〉 implies that M, 〈h′, s′〉 |= ϕ

Satis�ability, validity on a frame and general validity are de�ned as usual.

While the semantics is very standard from a (two-dimensional) modal logic
perspective, the relation with standard STIT semantics deserves some explana-
tion. In the conditions on the frames we recognize standard STIT properties like
`no choice between undivided histories' and properties that are speci�c for the
present STIT version, like `actions take e�ect in successor states'. Actually, the
frames can easily be pictured as trees where histories branch in states, like in
standard STIT theory. The main di�erence is that states are not partitioned into
choice sets. The choice sets appear here (implicitly) as sets of possible next states
(like in Coalition Logic). From a given `actual' history/state pair, we reach these
choice sets by �rst jumping (along R¤) to another history through the same
state, and then looking (along RA) what next states are reachable through the
choice made by agents on that history.

One aspect of the present semantics needs extra clari�cation. Like in standard
STIT semantics, all the history/state pairs belonging to one state can have
di�erent valuations of atomic propositions. In standard STIT formalisms this
is actually needed to give semantics to the instantaneous e�ects of actions. But
here, as said, the e�ects are not instantaneous. Therefore, in the present logic, the
fact that di�erent histories through the same state can have di�erent valuations
of non-temporal propositions, does not carry much meaning. Of course, in the
logic we can talk about atomic propositions being true or not in other histories
through the same state. For instance, the formula "¤p" expresses that all the
histories through the present state have in common that the atomic proposition
p holds on them. But the point is that one might think that actually we should
impose on the models that all histories through a state come with identical



valuations of atomic propositions. That would induce the property ϕ → ¤ϕ for
ϕ any `STIT-operator-free' formula (in [10] we give a system encompassing this
axiom). However, this would complicate establishing a completeness result, and
does not strengthen the logic in any essential or interesting way. I think there is
no need at all to impose such a condition. Since actions only take e�ect in next
states, alternative valuations for atomic propositions on other histories through
the same state are `harmless'.

Now I go on to the axiomatization of the logic. Actually, axiomatization is
fairly easy. The approach I have taken for constructing this logic is to build
up the semantic conditions on frames and the corresponding axiom schemes
simultaneously, while staying within the Sahlqvist class. This ensures that the
semantics cannot give rise to more logical principles than can be proven from
the axiomatization.

De�nition 6. The following axiom schemas, in combination with a standard
axiomatization for propositional logic, and the standard rules (like necessitation)
for the normal modal operators, de�ne a Hilbert system:

S5 for ¤
KD for each [A xstit]

(C-Mon) [A xstit]ϕ → [A ∪B xstit]ϕ
(Indep) ♦[A xstit]ϕ ∧ ♦[B xstit]ψ → ♦([A xstit]ϕ ∧ [B xstit]ψ) for A ∩B = ∅
(Det) ¬X¬ϕ → Xϕ
(Ine�-∅) [∅ xstit]ϕ → ¤Xϕ
(X-E�) ¤Xϕ → [A xstit]ϕ
(N-C-U-H) [A xstit]ϕ → X¤ϕ

S5 for each Ka

(Know-X) KaXϕ → Ka[a xstit]ϕ
(Rec-E�) Ka[a xstit]ϕ → XKaϕ

Theorem 1. The Hilbert system of de�nition 6 is complete with respect to the
semantics of de�nition 5.

Proof. The axioms correspond one-to-one to the semantic conditions de�ned on
the frames (proofs omitted). Also the axioms are all within the Sahlqvist class.
This means that the axioms are all expressible as �rst-order conditions on frames
and that they are complete with respect to the de�ned frame classes, cf. [7, Th.
2.42].

As part of the above axiomatization, we recognize Ming Xu's axiomatization
for multi-agent STIT logics (see the article in [6]). Xu's axiomatization is for
the standard, instantaneous STIT variant. But, it should not come as a surprise
that the same axioms apply to the present logic. The central property in Xu's
axiomatization is the `independence of agency' property. But the issue of inde-
pendence of choices of di�erent agents does not depend on the condition that
e�ects are instantaneous or occur in next states.

As a proposition I list some theorems. Derivation of these is just a little
exercise in normal modal logic. The last theorem in the list below is the well



known `perfect recall' or `no forgetting' axiom, known from the literature on the
interaction between epistemic and temporal modalities.

Proposition 1. The following are derivable:

[A xstit]ϕ ∧ [B xstit]ψ → [A ∪B xstit](ϕ ∧ ψ)
¤Xϕ → X¤ϕ
[A xstit]ϕ → Xϕ
X¬ϕ → ¬Xϕ
¤Xϕ ↔ [∅ xstit]ϕ
KaXϕ ↔ Ka[a xstit]ϕ
KaXϕ → XKaϕ

Pauly's Coalition logic [22] is a logic of ability that is very closely related to
STIT formalisms, as was shown in [11]. Since in Coalition Logic actions also take
e�ect in next states, restricting the STIT formalism by only allowing e�ects in
next state, as in the logic of this paper, does not inhibit de�nability of Coalition
Logic.

Theorem 2. Coalition logic, whose central operator is [A]ϕ for `agents A are
able to do ϕ', is embedded into the present logic by the de�nition [A]ϕ :=
♦[A xstit]ϕ (plus the obvious isomorphic translations for other connectives).

Proof. The same strategies as in [11] and [10] can be applied. First we make
sure that the axioms of coalition logic, after applying the above translation, are
valid for the present logic. Here I will not verify this explicitly, and I only list
the translated CL axioms:

(⊥) ¬♦[A xstit]⊥
(>) ♦[A xstit]>
(N) ♦[∅ xstit]ϕ ∨ ♦[Ags xstit]¬ϕ
(MON) ♦[A xstit](ϕ ∧ ψ) → ♦[A xstit]ϕ
(S) ♦[A xstit]ϕ ∧ ♦[B xstit]ψ → ♦[A ∪B xstit](ϕ ∧ ψ) for A ∩B = ∅

It is quite straightforward to verify these properties for the present logic,
either semantically, or as theorems in the Hilbert system. To complete the proof,
we also have to show that the translation preserves validity in the other direction.
Or, equivalently, we check that it preserves satis�ability in the same direction.
That is, given that a CL formula is satis�able on a CL-model, we have to show
that its translation is satis�able on the models I de�ned in this paper. This is
not di�cult to show given the structural similarities between CL-models and the
models in this paper.

3 More on `knowingly doing'

Since it is a rather new, in this section I elaborate on the notion of `knowingly
doing'. I explain what it means to do something (un)knowingly. I gave semantics



in terms of models where epistemic equivalence sets (information sets) contain
history/state pairs. An agent knowingly does something if his action holds for all
the history/state pairs in the epistemic equivalence set that contains the actual
history/state pair.

Several closure conditions apply. The �rst one says that epistemic equiv-
alence sets are closed under choices2. The corresponding axiom, is KaXϕ →
Ka[a xstit]ϕ (this property does not hold if the STIT operator is replaced by a de-
liberative STIT oparator). This property ensures that an agent cannot know that
two histories through the same choice are di�erent, which re�ects that agents
cannot knowingly do more then what is a�ected by the choices they have. In
particular, the property KaXϕ → Ka[a xstit]ϕ says that agents can only know
things about the (immediate) future if they are the result of an action they them-
selves knowingly perform. Then, an agent unknowingly does everything that is
(1) true for all the history/state pairs belonging to the actual choice it makes
in the actual state, but (2) not true for all the history/state pairs it considers
possible. In general the things an agent does unknowingly vastly outnumber the
things an agent knows he does. For instance, by sending an email, I may enforce
many, many things I am not aware of, which are nevertheless the result of me
sending the email. All these things I do unknowingly by knowingly sending the
email.

Another, equivalent way of interpreting the property KaXϕ → Ka[a xstit]ϕ
is to say that it expresses that agents cannot know what actions other agents
perform concurrently. This is because choices of other agents always re�ne the
choice of the agent whose choice we consider. Then, knowing the choice of the
other would mean that the agent would be able to know more about the fu-
ture state of a�airs then is guaranteed by his own action. Yet another way of
explaining this is to say that for any agent, the histories within its choices are
indistinguishable.

The second constraint on the interaction between knowledge and action is
the one expressed by the axiom Ka[a xstit]ϕ → XKaϕ. The issue here is that if
agents knowingly see to it that a condition holds in the next state, in that same
next state they will recall that the condition holds.

The epistemic equivalence sets of history/state pairs represent the actions
an agent knows it can do. The historical possibility operator ranges over the
histories in these classes. So we can say things like: there is a history for which
the agent knows it can take the bus. It might be considered puzzling that the
agent can knowingly take the bus while at the same time it knows it is not
taking the bus. A similar issue arises in standard STIT logic, that is, without
the knowledge operator. In STIT it is consistent to assert that an agent actually
does p, while he can do ¬p. This may seem inherently contradictory, since, if
the agent actually does p, how can it be that at the same he is able to do ¬p?
Is it not the case that the fact that he actually does p prevents him from being
able to do ¬p at the same state? A possible answer to such questions is that
2 An extreme case is where the information sets are exactly the choices in each state.
In that case an agent knows all the consequences of his actions.



truth of the operator [a xstit]p should better be associated to the agent having
`decided' on p, and not to the agent `doing' p. This interpretation leaves room
for still being able to `decide' ¬p at the same time, because decisions can be
reconsidered.

The above discussion also shows that we have to adopt a slightly more agile
stance towards the concept of `actual world/history'. This should not come as
a surprise. We talk about agents choosing between actions thereby determining
themselves what will be the actual worlds (histories). So it no longer makes sense
to talk of an actual world independent of what agents do/choose. In standard S5
epistemic logic, one usually pays no attention to the meaning of the epistemic
equivalence classes outside the one containing the actual world. One actually
never asks what the meaning of these classes is. And indeed in S5 epistemic logic
we may neglect their meaning, since we evaluate only with respect to an actual
world that is independent of what agents choose. But in our present setting, a
historical possibility operator ranges over the histories contained by the di�erent
epistemic equivalence classes. So in this setting, the equivalence classes outside
the one containing the actual world, do have meaning. In our setting they mean
that the agent can knowingly do the associated actions thereby forcing the actual
world to be among a di�erent set of histories.

4 A discussion on applications and further extensions
4.1 Deliberate action
The kind of STIT operator I de�ned above has often been criticized for properties
like [A xstit]>. The idea is that agents should not be able to bring about things
that are true inevitably, but only things that without their intervention might
not become true. If we want an operator that takes this into account we can
easily de�ne a deliberative version of the STIT operator, as follows:

[A d1xstit]ϕ ≡def [A xstit]ϕ ∧ ¬¤Xϕ

This is the standard way in the literature for de�ning the deliberative STIT
in a so called `Chellas' STIT. However, the addition of a knowledge operator and
the introduction of the notion of `knowingly doing' enables us to give a more
�ne-grained analysis of `deliberateness'. It seems strange to accept that agents
can deliberately do something without knowing that they do it. So the action
part of the above de�nition should better be replaced by a `conformant' STIT.

[a d2xstit]ϕ ≡def Ka[a xstit]ϕ ∧ ¬¤Xϕ

But now what about the side condition? Should the agent be aware of the
fact that there is a side condition ¬¤Xϕ saying that the outcome could have
been di�erent if it was not for a's action, or not? If this question is answered
a�rmative (which I think is most attractive), we can de�ne:

[a d3xstit]ϕ ≡def Ka[a xstit]ϕ ∧Ka¬¤Xϕ



4.2 Autonomy and (in)dependency
Note that we can express that agents A see to it that agents B see to it that ϕ as
[A xstit][B xstit]ϕ. So, since in our STIT version e�ects only occur in next states,
one agent being able to in�uence the behavior of some other agent is expressed as
a simple nesting of modalities. In the standard, instantaneous STIT formalisms,
we actually have that a nesting of the STIT operators is equivalent with the
ine�ective action, that is, we have the axiom [A stit][B stit]ϕ ↔ [∅ stit]ϕ (in [10]
we used this to show that in standard STIT formalisms the historical necessity
operator is de�nable). In standard STIT formalisms the above axiom actually
replaces the `independence of agency' axiom I give in the present paper. For the
present STIT version, I had to formulate the independency property explicitly
by using Xu's axiom.

If one group of agents A in�uencing another group B can be expressed as
[A xstit][B xstit]ϕ, then the concept of `autonomy' for a group of agents A relative
to some other group B and a certain property ϕ might be associated to something
like ¬[B xstit][A xstit]ϕ. Of course this is a very speci�c expression of autonomy,
because it is relative to another group of agents and a property ϕ. If we are
interested in autonomy of a group of agents `as such' we have to quantify the
other agents and properties out. This is clearly a topic of future research, since
it is beyond the scope of the present language.

There is a direct link between autonomy and deliberateness of actions. The
relation is that if other agents can see to it that you are no longer able to
deliberately see to something, you are not an autonomous agent.

4.3 Deontic modalities
For the extension of this framework with an operator for `ought-to-do', I adapt
the approach taken by Bartha [5] who introduces Anderson style ([3]) violation
constants in STIT theory. The approach with violation constants is very well
suited for theories of ought-to-do, witnessing the many logics based on adding
violation constants to dynamic logic [21, 8]. However, I believe that the STIT
setting is even more amenable to this approach. Some evidence for this is found
in Bartha's article ([5]), who shows that many deontic logic puzzles (paradoxes)
are representable in an intuitive way. And a clear advantage in the present ap-
proach is that since our base STIT logic is complete, de�ning obligation as a
reduction using violation constants guarantees that completeness is preserved
under addition of the obligation operator

To de�ne an operator for `obligation to do', I adapt the approach of Bartha
[5] to the present situation where actions only take e�ect in next states. The intu-
ition behind the de�nition is straightforward: an agent is obliged to do something
if and only if by not doing it he performs a violation. As said, the di�erence with
Bartha's de�nition is that the e�ect of the obliged action can only be felt in
next states, which is why also violations have to be properties of next states.
Formally, our de�nition is given by:

O[a xstit]ϕ ≡def ¤(¬[a xstit]ϕ → [a xstit]V )



First note that I slightly abuse notation by denoting [{a} xstit]ϕ as [a xstit]ϕ.
Also note that ¬[a xstit]ϕ expresses that A do not see to it that ϕ, which is
the same as saying that A `allow' a choice where ¬ϕ is a possible outcome. The
de�nition then says that all such choices do guarantee that a violation occurs.

The ¤ operator in the de�nition ensures that obligations are `moment deter-
minate'. This means that their validity only depends on the state, and not on
the history (see [20] for a further explanation of this concept). I think that this
is correct. But see [25] for an opposite opinion.

The above de�ned obligation is a `personal' one. If, by `coincidence', ϕ occurs,
apparently due the action of other agents, while the agent bearing the obligation
did not make a choice that ensured that ϕ would occur, a violation is guaranteed.
So agents do not escape an obligation by letting other agents do the work for
them. Using the notion of `knowingly doing' we can de�ne other variants of
obligation, but we reserve that for another paper.

A seemingly bad feature of the above de�nition of obligations is that it results
in the formulas ¤[a xstit]ϕ → O[a xstit]ϕ and ¤[a xstit]V → O[a xstit]ϕ being
theorems. It is sometimes argued that these counter-intuitive properties might
be avoided by concentrating on conditional obligations. But the solution is much
simpler than that. We only have to replace the STIT operator in the de�nition
of obligation by a deliberative STIT operator. Again, the exact details of these
deontic issues will be discussed in a future paper.

4.4 STIT versus dynamic logic

The �nal theme in this paper will be the distinction between our present formal-
ism and dynamic logic formalisms [24, 18]. I want to contribute to the discussion
about which formalism is better suited as a basis for logics for multi-agent sys-
tems. I know there are many arguments in favor of dynamic logic. But here I
give a few arguments in favor of STIT formalisms.

Action negation In PDL there are no really satisfactory solutions for de�ning
action negation. The natural `stance' on this issue is to look for a semantics for
dynamic logic object level formulas of the form [∼ α]ϕ, where `∼' constructs an
action that is the negation of the action α. The problem is, of course, that if we
have no idea about what the action α is more than just a name for something
unspeci�ed, we have no idea what it is we have to negate. Do we negate the e�ect,
and refer to the opposites e�ect? What is the opposite e�ect if the e�ect is not
even speci�ed (see [9] for a possible answer)? Or do we negate the possibility
for execution of the action? That is, does negation of an action mean that we
cannot execute it? Or do we assume that α is a complex action, that can thus
be seen as a non-deterministic program, and do we refer to all other programs?
To which other program? To the non-deterministic choice between all of them?
These are many questions. Several authors have tried to give an answer to some
of these question, resulting in several concrete proposals [9, 26, 21]. However, a
de�nite answer seems hard to obtain.



In STIT the issue is of negating actions is completely clear. Since an action
is identi�ed with its own e�ect, it is clear what we have to negate: the e�ect. By
doing so, we obtain the well known STIT de�nitions for `refraining'. Refraining
is de�ned as not seeing to it that a certain e�ect is ensured. In other words:
allowing that the opposite e�ect might occur.

Concurrent action More or less the same story can be told for modeling
concurrency of action. In STIT things are clear: concurrency of acts of an in-
dividual agent is modeled by logical conjunction, and concurrency of acts by
di�erent agents is modeled by group STIT. As shown in section 2, coalition logic
is de�nable in our STIT logic. Coalition logics super-additivity axiom, which in
our logic comes in the form ♦[A xstit]ϕ∧♦[B xstit]ψ → ♦[A∪B xstit](ϕ∧ψ) for
A ∩ B = ∅, can be read directly as an axiom on concurrent action: if A and B
each can do something, together they can do it concurrently.

In PDL, again, things are less clear. Several proposals are around [23, 21, 14].
Actually, all semantics that have been developed in concurrency theory [17], are
amenable for being imported in a dynamic logic formalism.

Agency STIT is a logic for agency. In STIT we can express abilities of agents,
talk about autonomy and dependency, and formulate logical properties concern-
ing how abilities of groups relate to abilities of group-members. All of these
things are much harder to express in dynamic logic formalisms. Actually, I do
not know of any dynamic logic formalisms with a satisfactory solution for de�n-
ing agency. Agents are usually simply introduced as indexes to dynamic logic
modalities.

5 Conclusions
In this paper I presented an epistemic STIT logic that improves on earlier work
in several ways. First of all there is a new semantics that is close to the STIT
semantics in the philosophical literature. At the same time, the semantics is
completely standard which enables me to ensure completeness by referring to
the Sahlqvist result. Second, new interactions between time and action, and be-
tween knowledge and action are proposed and incorporated in the logic. Finally, I
discuss the application of the logic to reasoning about norms, knowledge, auton-
omy, and several other multi-agent concepts. I conclude with a brief discussion
on the pros and cons of the STIT formalism as compared to systems based on
dynamic logic. I gave some arguments in favor of taking STIT formalisms instead
of dynamic logics as the basis for logics for representing multi-agent concepts.
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